performance check list

REMEMBER TO

• Turn on power and light switch.
• Place buttonhole controls in off position before setting the needle position selector, and stitch width selector for any purpose.
• Set buttonhole lever in off position before setting the stitch length selector for any purpose except buttonholing.
• Remove all thread from bobbin before rewinding
• Fill empty bobbin
  ... in center needle position with stitch width selector on 1
  ... before fitting accessories to machine
  ... before inserting twin needle
• Close slide plate after winding bobbin
• Make sure the needle is out of the fabric and above the throat plate before adjusting the selectors
• Clear your machine of lint and fluff periodically and apply oil
• Use your instruction book. It was written to explain the most efficient way to operate and use this remarkable new machine

IF THREAD BREAKS

• Is the machine properly threaded?
• Is the thread spool secured by the spool holder?
• Is the spool holder positioned correctly?
• Is a catalog 2020 (15X1) needle securely tightened in the needle clamp?
• Is the needle straight and sharp?
• Is the thread suitable for the size of the needle?
• Is the thread free of slubs and knots?
• Is the thread unwinding freely from the spool?
• Is the needle-thread tension too tight?
• Is the presser foot raised for bobbin winding?
• Is a moderate speed used for bobbin winding?
• Are the bobbin halves evenly and securely screwed together?
• Is the bobbin properly seated and secured by the latch in the bobbin case?
• Is the bobbin-case area free of lint and loose thread ends?
• Are the thread guides and tension discs also lint-free?

Enjoy Sewing!

If you have any questions, please write to:

Department of Sewing Education
The Singer Company
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y. 10020